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Dear Postulants and Professed members,  

The most commonly confessed sin amongst those who receive Penance regularly is without a doubt 

“I was distracted during my prayers”. (By the way, if this is not a sin you commonly confess, it could 

be a sign that you are not trying to make a fortnightly confession as the Rule demands, thus 

replacing “distractions” with bigger sins which should be long gone from the souls of faithful 3rd 

Order members!) 

All the way back in our May 2009 letter we examined the nature of distractions, pointed out how 

salutary they can become when not wilful (Exhibit A-The Blessed Virgin’s “distraction” by St Gabriel’s 

message of worldwide Redemption), and gave some very brief pointers regarding how to avoid them. 

In this letter it might be helpful to look in more detail at some of these ways in which we can 

minimize or even completely remove distractions in our prayers. The first 3 of them deal with remote 

preparation for prayer (i.e. factors more distantly removed from the prayer itself), and the last 2 

deal with proximate preparation for prayer (i.e. factors more directly associated with the prayer 

itself). 

Firstly, as far as physical remote preparation goes, we must temper and simplify our intake of food 

both in quantity and complexity. There is an old and wise Latin saying that “plenus venter non studet 

libenter”, meaning that one cannot study freely on a full stomach. And since prayer is very much 

akin to study, we could say with even more reason that “plenus venter non orat libenter”; one 

cannot pray freely on a full stomach. Eating over-sized meals and too many in-betweens are truly 

the enemy of fervent prayer, just as it is for insightful study, depriving our mind of a focus it cannot 

achieve when our lowers powers are overly-occupied with nutritional function. Moreover, even 

anxiety and worry about the food we are eat (understandable for such a fundamental bodily need, 

but exacerbated by our modern availability of infinite foods) often becomes a real barrier for any sort 

of prolonged and meaningful prayer. 

Secondly, as far as audio-visual remote preparation for our prayer is concerned, we must keep 

entertainment to a minimum. Somewhat like a wild horse, an unbroken imagination filled with non-

Godly and fantastic colours and sounds will be hard to bridle when it comes time to pray. More 

importantly, this intense activity of our imagination over long periods reduces our ability to maintain 

a single intellectual thought process over time, since we have become spoilt by sugary sense 

stimulation. Moreover, just as the celibate priest in giving up the pleasures of marriage sublimates1 

and rechannels his lower powers into a more potent apostolate, so all of us by disciplining our 

imagination are enabled to give ourselves to more intense and undistracted prayer. 

Thirdly, as far as intellectual remote preparation goes, some sort of regular and applied study is 

essential. Since both study and prayer use primarily our intellect, this faculty shifts gears from study 

to prayer in a very smooth and natural way. Personally, I always find prayer much easier and more 

focussed when it immediately follows upon intense study. Now of course not all of you are privileged 

to be able to study for very long each day, but you are strongly encouraged to sit down even for 15 

minutes on a regular basis and challenge your mind. Our Faith of course provides an infinite and 

profound supply of such study areas, and Sacred Scripture might be your first port of call. 

 
1 I.e. sacrificing the lower for the higher to achieve more potent and elevated function, e.g. soil nutrients used for a flower. 



 

 

Fourthly, as far as physical proximate preparation goes, the bodily position we take during our 

prayer is extremely important. Our spiritual soul is so intimately and mysteriously united with our 

material bodily that the activity of either of them always affects the other in some way. A respectful 

and reverential bodily position not only helps us remain attentive (e.g. it is harder to fall asleep when 

on your knees!), but due to our deeply symbolic psychology, our bodily position cannot help but 

communicate something spiritual to our soul. Thus closing our eyes communicates to our soul the 

silence and motionless of the God to Whom we pray, and our kneeling position communicates our 

status of beggar and lowliness before Him. It is not merely to escape the empty praises of men that 

Our Lord advises us to “enter into thy chamber, and having shut the door, pray to Thy Father in 

secret” (Matt 6); the solitude and perhaps darkness of our rooms greatly assists our soul. 

Fifthly, and most importantly, as far as spiritual proximate preparation goes, placing ourselves 

consciously in the presence of Almighty God is the most effective help of all. Of course all of us are in 

God’s presence all the time in the sense that He intimately penetrates all His creation, especially 

mankind made in His image and likeness, let alone those in the state of grace. Rather what we mean 

here is a conscious and wilful awareness of His presence that in this life only comes with effort. This 

is what the Book of Ecclesiasticus is referring to when it counsels “Before prayer prepare thy soul: 

and be not as a man that tempteth God” (18:23). We must constantly remember that the same 

Jesus Christ Who said “I have called you friends” (John 15:14) is also the One about Whom the 

beloved disciple in his apocalyptic vision said “when I had seen Him, I fell at His feet as dead” (Apoc 

1:17). That is, the fact that God is intimately within us and watching over us with fatherly providence 

does not mean that we are excused from giving Him the reverence and filial fear which is due to Him 

as Almighty and Transcendent. The same Christ Who taught us the “Our Father” is He Who also said 

“You call Me Master and Lord. And you say well: for so I am” (John 13:13). There is a middle way 

between over-familiarity and cowering slave-like fear. 

How long does it take to place oneself consciously in the presence of God? It might take 5 seconds. 

It might take the entire duration of your prayer or meditation. But if the rest of your day is empty of 

efforts to place yourself in His presence, it will probably be the latter. Practise makes perfect, and 

continual attempts to place yourself in His presence ensures your engine is always running.  

Regardless, this conscious effort to realize the reality of God’s intimate yet transcendent penetration 

of our whole being and everything around us ensures both an excellent start to our prayer, as well as 

a powerful springboard to bounce back when distraction finds its way in. 

In the Sacred Heart, through the Immaculate Heart of Mary, 

 

 

 
Fr Jordie Stephens 

Spiritual Director of the Third Order of SSPX for Australia 

 

 

 


